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Other top-selling communication products from the 20-year leader in reliable, wide-temperature PC/104 I/O:

PC/104™ and PC/104-Plus™ are trademarks of the PC/104 Embedded Consortium.  
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 8 10/100/1000Mbps Ethernet ports 

 Layer 2+ managed switch

 Integrated 8051 management  
microcontroller

 Serial and Web-based  
management interface

 VLAN, port aggregation, QoS, and 
RSTP

 Dual +5VDC and +7-36VDC  
input options

 Locking I/O connectors

 -40oC to +85oC operation

 PC/104 form factor (3.55 x 3.775 in.)

Perfect Fit Solutions

CAN Module with GPS / Cellular Communications
Janus-MM™

 2 opto-isolated CAN 2.0B interfaces
 Philips SJA1000 controllers
 Socket for Trimble GPS receiver
 Socket for MultiTech GSM / CDMA 

SocketModem family
 -40oC to +85oC operation

4/8-Port RS-232/422/485 Modules 
Emerald-MM™

 4 or 8 serial ports, RS-232/422/485

 16C654 UARTS with 64-byte FIFOs

 Up to 460.8kbps data rates
 Opto-isolated version available
 -40oC to +85oC operation

PC/104-Plus 8-Port RS-232/422/485 Module 

Emerald-MM-8PLUS™

 8 serial ports; RS-232/422/485

 8 programmable digital I/O lines

 Max baud rate of 1.8432Mbps

 PC/104-Plus (PCI) interface
 -40oC to +85oC operating temperature

Also available in an ultra-rugged IP65-rated  
enclosure with MIL-38999 connectors
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Rugged wearable computers 
are becoming a major focus of 
the military to aid warfighters 
on the battlefield, but important 
SWaP considerations and unique 
requirements for usability pose 
many challenges. Advances in 
technology have helped small
form factor boards step up to 
address these challenges and 
proliferate in this market. Black 
Diamond Advanced Technology's 
Modular Tactical System (MTS)
is one SFF device that takes on
these challenges.
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some type of PCI Express interface running at 250 MB/s per
channel. This allows them to interface with other boards in the 
stack many times faster than their predecessors. These formats
also make a departure from previous iterations in that the interface 
connector does not support a single bus, but combines a number
of high- and low-speed signals and busses. This increases the flex-
ibility and lowers the cost of expansion cards, as they can tap into 
the type of signal needed. High-speed signals are available for 
intense processing, like video data, while lower speed interfaces 
are available for simple I/O, like additional serial ports. 

Type 4, released in 2008, uses the SUMIT interface (SUMIT is 
a trademark of the Small Form Factor Special Interest Group –
SFF-SIG). The connector includes PCIe x1, PCIe x4, USB, LPC, 
SPI, and SMB channels. The optional ISA connector allows
support of both Type 1 boards and higher-speed Type 4 boards.

Types 5 and 6, released in 2008, focus on very high performance 
applications. The connector includes a PCIe x16 lane, which can 
transfer data at very high speeds (250 MB/s x 16). Types 5 and 6 
include PCIe x1, PCIe x4, PCIe x16, USB, and SMB. 

Types 7 and 8, released in 2011, use the same physical connector 
as Types 5 and 6, but changed a few of the signals, primarily to 
bring SATA signals up through the stack. They include PCIe x1, 
PCIe x4, SATA, USB, LPC, and SMB. Due to a common pinout 
for most of the signals, most I/O board designs will be compatible 
with both Types 5/6 and 7/8. 

Choosing a format
What’s the next step in making a selection? Determining which 
processor and I/O functions are available on a given format. The 
PC104.org website can help. The Consortium’s Products page 
searches a database of products across 60+ PC/104 manufactures. 
Hundreds of PC/104 CPU and I/O expansion boards are currently 
available. Developers can also search for products at PC/104 
and Small Form Factors’ database: www.smallformfactors.com/
products. Finding an off-the-shelf solution, even for complex 
requirements, could turn out to be the easiest part of developing 
a new system.

s the new Chair of the PC/104 Consortium Board 
of Directors, there’s a lot to take in. There has to be 
a focus on the future and where the Consortium is 
going as a standards organization. But as we look to 

the future we often forget where we are today. What’s available
off-the-shelf for those of us who need to build a system now? 

The important question when designing a system is not “Should 
I use PC/104?” The question is “Which PC/104 format should I 
use?” PC/104 is no longer a single specification, but a form factor 
that supports and combines a number of interfaces. Twenty years 
of PC/104 evolution has resulted in a wide range of performance 
and cost options, while preserving the advantages of the stacking 
architecture (flexibility, time-to-market, and cost). 

Counting the options
Despite a somewhat confusing list of names for all of the formats, 
there are basically eight PC/104 formats to choose from. To make 
these simpler to discuss, let’s ignore the names and simply number 
them as PC/104 Types 1 through 8. For the purposes of this article 
they have been numbered in order of introduction, which puts them 
in general order of performance and technology development. The 
footprints of each format, and their names, are shown in Figure 1.  

Where it started
Type 1, the original PC/104 format, was released in 1992. Using 
only the ISA bus interface, the board-to-board communication 
at 8 MHz it is quite slow by today’s standards. That being said, 
how much bus speed do you need to read a temperature four times 
per second, or turn a motor on every few minutes? There are 
many embedded applications that do not need a higher-speed bus
interface.

Type 2, released in 1997, added the PCI interface, but remained 
backward compatible with Type 1 by including the ISA interface. 
At 33 MHz, the PCI interface is much faster than the ISA bus 
and proved useful for higher speed I/O devices. It is excellent for
systems needing low or medium speed I/O expansion. Types 1 and 
2 are still the workhorses of many PC/104 systems.

Type 3, released in 2001, includes just a PCI interface. Type 3 
I/O boards can be “mixed and matched” in a stack with any other 
PC/104 format that includes the PCI connector, such as Types 2, 
3, 5, and 7. 

The next generation 
Types 4 through 8 represent a technology jump. They all feature

PC/104 Consortium 
916-270-2016

info@pc104.org
www.pc104.org

By Len Crane,
PC/104 Consortium 

PresidentSelecting a
stacking-bus format

Figure 1  | 
PC/104 connector
footprints in the 
eight format types.

A

PC/104
CONSORTIUM
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I
’ve written before urging users of PC/104 and other 
small form factor stackable technologies to get involved 
in the standards organizations that define the future of 
these technologies. Since then, I sure haven’t seen a mad 
rush of users to join in these discussions. Users of these

technologies seem to be content to leave it up to manufactur-
ers and suppliers of stackable architecture boards to define new 
generations of these technologies. By doing so, users leave 
themselves at the mercy of a particular supplier’s world view 
with respect to feature content and, more importantly, legacy
compatibility – a worldview that might be influenced by
products already developed and brought to market without deep 
discussion and before the standard is even published.

So if big users of stackable SFF technologies are not interested 
in joining standards bodies and participating in the technical 
discussions that define future generations of these technologies, 
they can still do the next best thing – albeit after the fact. As the 
number of third-generation stackable architectures proliferates, 
users need to “vote with their feet” by first understanding the 
alternatives available, and then specifying and standing behind 
the solution that they determine best meets the particular needs 
of their applications – and the overall market. 

When technology reaches a point of discontinuity where the 
proliferation of old bus technologies and support for legacy 
products are at risk, users need to move beyond brand loyalty 
and price to fully understand the technical alternatives and 
legacy support available with these alternatives. Users need 
to decide whether the low-cost bus of the future is USB 3.0 
or SPI and vote – even if they aren’t using either of these in 
their applications. Users need to decide how important it is to 
retain the use of legacy PC/104 (ISA) I/O cards in stackable

applications and vote. PCI Express lanes can be provided
to stackable applications in many ways, but there are big
differences among the solutions. Users need to understand
these differences and vote!

Recently, the Request for Proposal behind one of the largest 
procurements of stackable architecture solutions in history, 
issued by a prime defense contractor to the U.S. Military (not 
identified to ensure confidentiality), specified that the only 
acceptable solution must use SFF-SIG’s SUMIT board-to-
board interface together with the PC/104 (ISA) bus. This user 
did the research, considered the available alternatives, and felt 
strongly enough to mandate SUMIT in all supplier proposals 
for his application. SFF-SIG believes that if other users do their 
homework as well, SUMIT will emerge as the dominant force 
among third-generation stackable alternatives. 

PC/104 and other small form factor stackable solutions such 
as SUMIT-ISM are the heart of hundreds, if not thousands, 
of critical embedded applications. Apathy and the resulting 
lack of active participation in standards organizations threaten 
these technologies and the successful implementation of future
generations of these applications. This apathy comes in two 
flavors: One, some suppliers are content to let a few vocal
companies dominate the discussion and define the future for 
them; and two, users, rather than actively participating, make 
product selections based upon brand loyalty or price without 
understanding the underlying technology issues.

Not getting involved falsely assumes that these standards 
will automatically evolve in an appropriate direction for each
application. Suppose legacy software and existing I/O cards 
need to be ported to a new bus in order to utilize new proces-
sors on the market. This could lead to a substantial hardware 
and software redesign, adding perhaps significant cost to future 
application development. Who should decide whether “legacy-
free” is good or bad? The users of this technology, that’s who!

Fight apathy! Do the homework! Understand the technical 
alternatives! We’re confident that when users take these steps 
they’ll write SUMIT into their next Requests for Proposal too.

The polls are open. It’s time to vote!

By Paul Rosenfeld,
SFF-SIG President

OEMs: Your vote can 
shape the SFF future

Small Form Factor Special Interest Group
650-961-2473

info@sff-sig.org
www.sff-sig.org

SMALL FORM FACTOR
SIG

“  

“  ”

When technology reaches a point of

discontinuity where the proliferation of 

old bus technologies and support for

legacy products are at risk, users need 

to move beyond brand loyalty and

price to fully understand the technical 

alternatives and legacy support

available with these alternatives.
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By Justin Dyster

GUEST
COLUMN

Making wearable
computers battle-ready

Dismounted warfighters have precise
missions to perform in dangerous
conditions and rapidly evolving

situations. As militaries worldwide 
move toward soldier modernization 
programs, computer technology has 
taken a leading role in military ground 
operations. Wearable equipment has 
emerged as a critical investment to 
improve situational awareness, protect 
friendly forces, and exert precision lethal 
force. Designers of wearable military
electronics must understand the use-case 
of the product and account for complex 
variables such as interface manage-
ment, environmental performance, and
ruggedization. 

User acceptance is vital
User acceptance – or lack thereof – will 
make or break a product design because 
even the most useful tools will sometimes 
be omitted from a mission if deemed to 
impede speed and response times, decrease 
range of motion, increase fatigue, or are 
otherwise cumbersome to the person who 
has to wear or carry them. 

With the average warfighter carrying 
between 63 and 130 pounds of gear, 
equipment for dismounted operations 
must be optimized to the operating
environment and how the user moves. 
Special consideration should also be
given to how the equipment solves a 
requirement in context with the other 
equipment the operator carries. A war-
fighter, for example, may be asked to carry 
a video downlink receiver and a computer, 
each with its own display. Developing an 
interface between the two could eliminate 
a redundant display, reducing the amount 
of gear carried. 

A holistic design philosophy that consid-
ers how a product will be stored, trans-
ported, used, and operated along with 
other systems increases the probability 

of user acceptance. The volatile nature 
of the battlefield demands both vigi-
lance and the ability for warfighters to 
react quickly. Time spent packing gear 
or powering on equipment translates 
to wasted time. Equipment that can be 
operated while moving is more valuable. 
Tools must enhance operations without 
being obtrusive or hindering the ability
to complete a mission. 

Design for extreme environments 
The environment in which the dismounted 
military electronics will be used is also 
important. From operating in high electro-
magnetic fields, withstanding afternoon 
temperatures reaching 140 °F, forging 
rivers, and operating in blowing sand 
and driving snow, extreme conditions are 
often the norm for military equipment and 
should be a primary consideration. 

Fanless designs increase the ruggedness 
of electronics because there are fewer 
moving parts. And because fans cool 
equipment by pulling hot air away from 
the unit and blowing it outward, a fan-
less system can be cooler because it is not 
blowing hot air onto the user’s body. 

Care should be taken in designing wear-
able computers to avoid areas away from 
the body’s core. Weight strapped on arms 
or legs strains the user’s limbs with pro-
longed use, causes fatigue, and impedes 
a soldier’s ability to navigate their envi-
ronment. Additionally, managing cable 
to these areas becomes more difficult, 
increases the hazard of cable snags, and 
can weaken the integrity of the equipment 
from constant motion. 

Go beyond requirements:
See it firsthand   
At Black Diamond Advanced Technology,
when we began designing our Modular
Tactical System (MTS) – a wearable 
C4ISR and precision targeting system 

For a piece-by-piece examination of the MTS,

check out this video from Military Embedded Systems:

http://opsy.st/nGR7Lb
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that centralizes communications, equip-
ment, and power management (Figure 1) 
– we knew cable management was impor-
tant, but it wasn’t until our team’s lead 
designers were embedded with a U.S. 
Army Special Operations unit that we 
truly understood how critical. We learned 
certain pieces of equipment that could 
have been beneficial to a mission weren’t 
carried because the cables continuously 
failed due to constant friction or snagging;
equipment that is not 100 percent reliable 
is simply left behind.

A successful product will almost certainly 
involve multiple design iterations where 
valuable user feedback is allowed to shape 
the development. For our team, seeing 
firsthand the unit’s pile of unused equip-
ment and failed cables was a catalyst for 
finding a better way to treat the soldier as 
a system. We accomplished this by devel-
oping a patent-pending cummerbund that 
integrates cables into the armor plate
carrier, keeping cables both protected and 
immobile to ensure reliability.

Better technology for today’s 
warfighters 
Computers have already proven their 
usefulness in combat, especially in pin-
pointing targets and increasing situational 
awareness and combat effectiveness. 
However, the use of today’s computer 
systems on the battlefield – against an 
elusive enemy that quickly appears then 
blends back into the non-combatant
population – has its shortcomings. There 
is little time to prosecute the target, let 

alone pull equipment out of a pack and 
cable it all together. A truly integrated 
wearable system is a game-changer in the 
modern engagement scenarios our war-
fighters face today. If technology is unob-
trusive, easily maneuverable, and reliable,
the system is likely to aid speed and
accuracy, limit fratricide, and gain critical 
user acceptance.

Justin Dyster is Vice President of 
Engineering for Black Diamond 
Advanced Technology, where he leads 
the design and engineering of rugged, 
customizable computers, including the 
wearable Modular Tactical System and 
the SwitchBackTM. Under his leadership, 
Black Diamond develops COTS solutions 
for commercial applications and custom 
solutions primarily for specialized 
military operations. 

Black Diamond Advanced Technology

info@bdatech.com

www.bdatech.com

Figure 1  |  Black Diamond Advanced 
Technology’s Modular Tactical 
System (MTS) is a rugged wearable 
C4ISR and precision targeting tool. 
The uniform-integrated system has 
passed user acceptance and usability 
tests in Operation Enduring Freedom.
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As the military demands wearable computers that reduce SWaP 

without compromising performance, durability, and reliability, 

engineers must provide innovative design solutions to meet these 

requirements. This article examines how creative approaches in 

designing SFF boards and leveraging advances in COTS products can 

help the military accomplish its battlefield objectives. 

T
he military has a strong directive when it comes to military electronics – reduce 
SWaP. Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) is a major driving force behind the
development of modern computer equipment destined for the battlefield. In
few places is this directive more evident than with wearable computers. With 
advancements in Small Form Factor (SFF) board-level technology, wearable 

computers are increasingly being integrated into SWaP-constrained military operations.

For decades, the U.S. Army has envisioned the use of small wearable computers to 
assist with battlefield tasks and serve as powerful communication devices for the
warfighter. Different from traditional mobile, portable, or handheld computers, these 
wearable computers are used for applications that require computational support while 

the user’s hands, voice, eyes, or attention 
are actively engaged with the physical 
environment. However, wearable com-
puters are only realistic if they are light-
weight and ergonomic – soldiers must be 
able to transport or wear the devices for 
extended periods of time. If these devices 
are too heavy or cumbersome, they can be 
more of a hindrance than an asset.

The average ground soldier carries up to 
130 pounds (59 kg) of gear, depending on 
the mission. As a result, the Department
of Defense is seeing an increase in
musculoskeletal injuries – sprains, stress 
fractures, and neck and back pain. In 
combat situations, the weight of the gear 
can reduce speed and response times, 
decrease range of motion, and increase 
fatigue, all of which could mean the
difference between life and death. It is this 
reason why every extra ounce or gram of 
weight added to a warfighter’s load needs 
to be carefully considered. 

IT'S A SMALL (FORM FACTOR) WORLD
M i l i t a r y  a n d  a e r o s p a c e

Leveraging the benefits
of small form factor boards 
for military wearable 
computers

By Jamey Dobbins and Mike Southworth
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The main challenge when designing 
SWaP-optimized wearable computers for 
the military is finding a balance between 
size, weight, and power consumption 
without compromising performance, 
durability, reliability, and the extensibil-
ity of the system. Achieving this balance 
between high performance and decreased 
size, while building in some degree of 
customization for targeted applications 
all in a rugged package, is a top priority 
for the military’s wearable computing 
programs. 

SFF advancements boost 
wearable computing
Long gone are the days when small form 
factor boards were limited to a few types 
of standard form factors like the venerable 
PC/104 or PMC. Today, while strategies 
vary among the small embedded comput-
ing standards groups, there’s definitely 
been a renaissance of new ideas and inno-
vation in both standard and non-standard 
small form factor compute modules. 
Standard SFF boards such as Qseven, 
Pico-ITX, mini-ITX, StackableUSB, 
COM Express, MicroETXexpress, along 
with a variety of small vendor-specific 
boards, are playing a crucial role in making 
wearable computers more practical and 
useable for today’s warfighter. Groups 
like the PC/104 Consortium, the Small 
Form Factor Special Interest Group 
(SFF-SIG), and VITA continue to focus 
on trying a variety of different approaches 
to suit the miniaturization of board-level 
electronics.

For military and other SWaP-constrained 
applications, next-generation SFF boards 
have demonstrated significant gains in 
performance and size over their tradi-
tional PC/104 counterparts. For example, 
the PCIe/104 and PCI/104-Express 
standards, developed to support up to x16 
lane PCI Express for high-speed I/O in a 
stackable configuration, can deploy the 
latest processors, such as the multicore 
Sandy Bridge Core i7, which is well suited 
for higher-performance applications. By 
combining the elements of multicore and 
advanced integrated graphics, the newer 
generation of processors can improve 
the speed of applications by up to four 
times. 

Figure 1  |  For wearable computers used 
by soldiers on the battlefield, every

aspect of the design must be carefully 
considered to reduce SWaP, not 

hinder mobility, and increase
ruggedization to endure extreme 

conditions warfighters face.
Image courtesy the Department of Defense.

Similarly, some small form factor Computer-On-Modules (COMs) can efficiently pack 
in high-performance functionality while offering tremendous I/O flexibility because 
mating baseboards are tailored to the preferred type of output connectors for the 
application. The advanced integrated circuit packaging techniques of small form factor 
COMs provide for a small physical footprint, high I/O count, integrated thermal manage-
ment, and reliable surface-mount technology assembly for rugged environments where 
high reliability is a must. The extensive use of Serial I/O interfaces, such as PCI Express 
and USB (as compared with legacy parallel interfaces such as PCI and ISA), minimizes 
the space required on the physical board layout while increasing the bandwidth of data 
available for core computing and I/O functions.

Purpose-built boards preferable for size optimization
In most wearable applications, however, a purpose-built SFF board is usually the most 
efficient approach as every ounce and inch must be minimized. Trying to fit a “square 
board” (an off-the-shelf standards-based board) into a “round hole” (a very specific 
wearable form factor) may not work. Purpose-built boards can leverage board designs 
from standards-based or other form factor boards and be tweaked to optimize them for 
the smallest possible form factor. 

Power considerations in wearable systems
One of the most significant trends impacting small form factor boards is the prolifer-
ation of boards based on Intel’s Atom processor. The emergence of the Atom means 
there’s no longer a reason to suffer with high power dissipation as a trade-off for using an 

“  

“  ”

The main challenge when designing SWaP-optimized 

wearable computers for the military is finding a balance 

between size, weight, and power consumption without 

compromising performance, durability, reliability, and the 

extensibility of the system. 
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for military users, wearable computing 
systems need to provide highly inte-
grated support for both main and backup
batteries. 

Customization for wireless 
functionalities important
The wireless capabilities of a wearable 
computer are a key consideration for mili-
tary users, as this feature is the backbone 
of battlefield communications. Wireless 
functions need to be included in a wear-
able computer’s base platform while still 
allowing for some flexibility for integra-
tion of the wireless interfaces and their 
antennas. When flexibility is built into 
the design, application-specific wireless 
functionalities can be added. 

To operate among many military plat-
forms, integrated wireless functions 
should include WiFi 802.11, 50-channel 
GPS, and Bluetooth wireless. Modularity 
with the antenna interface can provide a 
localized, direct-attach antenna, or has 
the potential for remoting antennas or

Intel Architecture platform. With its exceptionally low power consumption/dissipation
(3 W average, 6 W peak), the Atom imposes little to no impact on the user, eliminating
many inherent problems with wearable computers. For the military, another critical
feature for adopting the Atom is its embedded lifecycle support. 

Solutions for battery limitations
Batteries are a critical component to wearable computers as they are the lifeblood for 
the entire system. However, how batteries are incorporated into a wearable system is
usually limited to fixed, integrated batteries or remote/external batteries. Integrated
batteries are typically required in wearable SFF applications. While external batteries 
are also desirable for wearable computers, they require separate cables and additional 
housing for ruggedization and mounting features, which can easily add three-quarters of 
a pound just in packaging. Additionally, external batteries can cause reliability issues as 
they may have to be removed due to interface cabling problems. [Batteries are a sizable 
portion of a warfigher’s equipment. See sidebar above.]

To mitigate these issues, wearable computers need to include both an integrated battery 
as well as a removable battery in the computer itself. Even with both of these types of 
batteries included in a wearable computer, there is minimal impact to system weight –
about 5 to 6 oz versus the 24 oz or more added by a “remote” external ruggedized
battery solution. With this configuration, the wearable system can operate from the
main battery and allow for a quick swap function, so the system can run in a backup 
mode from the integrated battery if needed. 

This type of battery configuration can also operate from the external wire-powered inter-
face, which can either be a battery or a power supply. To provide optimal reliability 

With an increasing number of electronic devices used on the battlefield today, power sources 
and batteries have become both a necessity and a burden. More power sources to fuel these 
new devices means more weight, and not just an extra 12-pack of AA batteries. Reports
indicate that the average warfighter humps between about 60 and 130 pounds of gear, 20 to
35 pounds of which consist of batteries – as many as 70 individual batteries of up to 10 different 
types – on the average three-day foot-patrol mission in Afghanistan.

One commonly carried military battery is the BA5590, which weighs about 2.2 pounds and is 
enclosed in a 2.45" x 4.40" x 5" case. The weight and size of a single one of these may not seem 
that much, but it quickly adds up when more than one battery’s worth of voltage is needed.

The U.S. Army has estimated that batteries make up 20 percent of the total weight soldiers carry 
and are the second highest expense for an infantry battalion at more than $150,000, second only 
to munitions. That’s a lot of weight and money for mobile power alone. The Army is concerned 
with the heavy weight of batteries, and U.S. Army Research Laboratory scientists are working 
on ways to decrease the weight of these vital power sources. 

However, rechargeable batteries are not a solution widely accepted by the military, says Justin 
Dyster, Vice President of Engineering for Black Diamond Advanced Technology. Though they 
have become popular in consumer tech, one problem is managing recharging devices for multi-
ple types of batteries at operating bases. Also, rechargeable batteries can be unreliable, which 
is not something the Army can risk on mission-critical applications. As rechargeable batteries 
age, they lose life and hold less of a charge. It can be hard to tell if the battery is new and still 
charging to its original maximum or if it’s an older, worn out battery with less charging capac-
ity. This is far from ideal when an operator brings what he or she thinks is enough batteries for 
three days and runs out of power early, jeopardizing the mission and unit safety, Dyster says.

Even though single-use batteries are heavy, they do hold the advantage that a discharged
battery can be tossed, which removes extra weight, Dyster says. Because rechargeable
batteries can be reused and may take the place of additional single-use batteries of the same 
type, the weight stays on the soldier without giving any benefit of stored energy once the
battery loses power. 

There is room for improvement on the battery front and the Army is working on new technology 
that reduces weight. Earlier this year the Army held a Battery Technology Industry Day, attended 
by 40 companies that supply batteries and power components, to try to find industry partners 
to improve battery tech, the Army reported. From the insights gained at this event and other 
research, they hope to shed up to 20 pounds of battery weight to unburden soldiers.

By Monique DeVoe,
Assistant Managing Editor

Mobile

power
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providing optional antenna functions – 
even with the wireless antenna controllers 
that are in the unit. The ability for the mil-
itary to add extensible wireless modules 
is extremely important, as their specific 
application may have a need for a secure 
modem or a proprietary wireless link. 

Rugged design paramount in 
extreme conditions
For the ground solider who trudges in 
extreme temperatures through water, dust, 
and dirt, any device worn on the body must 
be extremely rugged. When designing 
wearable computers destined for military 
use, size and weight are sometimes sacri-
ficed to include more durable materials to 
increase ruggedness and reliability. For 
example, aluminum enclosures are used 
for increased durability and improve heat 
dissipation, whereas a wearable computer 
in a commercial application might be a 
lighter-weight plastic. 

Advances in board designs for military 
wearable computers can increase rugged-
ness while at the same time reduce size. 
For example, when designing a board, 
engineers can incorporate all internal I/O 
without cabling or cable harnesses inside 
the unit to decrease the possible points 
of failure. In addition, boards can use a 
combination of rigid and flexible printed 
circuit boards from the main computer 
module to the external I/O. By eliminat-
ing internal connectors, the board is not 
only more rugged, but a smaller size. 

To ensure a wearable device can endure 
battlefield situations, the computer must 
be designed to meet MIL-STD-810G 

environmental and MIL-STD-461F for conducted and radiated emissions/susceptibility 
standards. By adhering to these standards, wearable computers can sustain the extreme 
temperatures, vibration, shock, and EMI interference encountered by the warfighter.

Putting it all together for a complete package
In light of the military’s focus on wearable computers, military electronic designers 
have been stepping up to deliver rugged solutions for SWaP-constrained applications. 
For example, when Parvus and Eurotech engineers were designing the Zypad BR2000 
wearable computer, the main objective was to deliver a low-power solution with device 
I/O interfaces for modularity and future scalability capable of operating in high-speed 
wired and wireless networks (Figure 2). The ability for the military to upgrade the system 
was an important design consideration as it enhances the wearable computer’s long-term 
viability. Because of its modularity, military users have the ability to choose from a 

Figure 2  |  The Zypad BR2000 is a 
rugged, small-form factor wearable 
computer and vehicle server for civil 
and military applications.
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This Tiger is as solid as a rock!

800-824-3163

family of processors, main memory, and 
integrated flash components without a 
redesign – simply by choosing from a 
family of SFF architectural modules. 

Like many wearable computers, the 
BR2000 uses a purpose-built SFF PCB 
to optimize the size, weight, and ergo-
nomics of the wearable application. The
electronics leverage elements from the 
Catalyst-TC module from Eurotech 
(the Tunnel Creek version of the Atom
Catalyst COM module) into a smaller 
form factor built specifically for the 
BR2000. Weighing in at less than 1.8 lbs 
(about 0.8 kg) when fully integrated with 
its rechargeable/removable battery, the 
device maintains a very small and light-
weight mechanical package, similar in 
size to a portable cassette tape player. 

Battlefield needs spur
further innovation
Wearable computers are an integral 
component of the military’s net-centric 
warfare initiatives, and by leveraging 
the advancements of COTS components 
– such as processors, boards, wireless 
technologies, and batteries – wearable 
computers can evolve to meet the mili-
tary’s warfighting needs. The end goal of 
wearable computers is to keep soldiers 

out of harm’s way and improve mission success. Accomplishing this presents engi-
neers of wearable technology with some of the most intense design challenges in the 
COTS world. Not only do modern military customers demand that wearable computers
withstand extreme conditions, but they must reduce SWaP – all without sacrificing
performance. To meet these needs, manufactures must continue to innovate SFF board 
technology to handle the military’s demanding computing applications. 

Jamey Dobbins is an Engineering Manager at Eurotech.  For 
the last three years he has been the engineering lead on Intel 
Architecture projects, including Eurotech’s Catalyst low-power 
Computer-On-Module product line. He is based in Eurotech’s 
office in Huntsville, Alabama.

Mike Southworth serves as Director of 
Marketing for Salt Lake City-based Parvus Corporation,
a manufacturer of rugged COTS mission computers and Ethernet 
networking subsystems for Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP)-
constrained military and aerospace applications. In his role at 
Parvus, Mike oversees the product management and marketing 
communications programs. Mike holds an MBA from the
University of Utah and a BA in Public Relations from
Brigham Young University.

Eurotech North America

jamey.dobbins@eurotech.com

www.eurotech.com

Parvus Corporation

msouthworth@parvus.com

www.parvus.com



Protocol conversion:
Speaking
the
same
language

IT'S A SMALL (FORM FACTOR) WORLD
M i l i t a r y  a n d  a e r o s p a c e

Avionics applications share many similar requirements, 

including extended operating temperature ranges 

and the ability to withstand vibration and high 

g-forces, but they don’t always “speak 

the same language” due to different 

communications standards such as 

MIL-STD-1553 and ARINC 429. 

Creating a converter that fits the 

needs of military and commercial 

applications and translates 

between the different standards 

used eliminates the language 

barrier, providing flexibility, 

interoperability, and an increase 

in the selection of available devices 

for various aircraft systems.
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E
very device on an airplane must meet physical requirements for size and weight; 
power requirements; heat dissipation; and the ability to withstand vibration, mois-
ture, and g-forces. It is not unusual for an avionics application to need to operate 
between -40 °C and +71 °C and to withstand 7 g in all three directions. Then there 
are more mundane considerations such as cost and availability. All of this is before 

dealing with the requirements of the device’s functionality.

It’s common to find a device that meets all project requirements and specifications, does 
exactly what’s needed for the application, and comes in below budget, except it com-
municates over the wrong standard; for example, the device is designed for a military 
project and communicates over MIL-STD-1553, but isn’t compatible with a project 
involving an airplane or helicopter application for civilian avionics that communicates 
over ARINC 429 or serial or Ethernet. While each of these protocols sends the same 
kind of information and should therefore be interchangeable, their physical and electrical 
characteristics usually make them incompatible and, as a result, unusable as is the case 
in many applications.

One option is to compromise on tem-
perature, cost, accuracy, or some other 
requirement. Developers could also try 
to get a manufacturer to customize the 
device, which is unlikely unless it’s for a 
big name like Boeing or Lockheed Martin. 
Another option helpful for a wider range 
of projects is a converter that can translate 
across multiple communication standards 
to fit the needs of many applications, mili-
tary or civilian. 

Designing a “multi-lingual” 
converter
The requirements for designing such a 
device are intimidating. Such convert-
ers have to be small, rugged, EMI and 
RFI impervious, and tolerant of extreme 
weather conditions such as lightning 
storms, yet flexible and configurable 
enough to serve a large variety of appli-
cations. To address these challenges, a 
device should be designed to conform to 
widely accepted mechanical and electri-
cal military standards. 

Learning the military’s language
The various military standards should 
be part of any designer’s vocabulary if 
they plan to be fluent with military and 
aerospace markets in addition to civilian 
markets. They include: MIL-STD-810F 
for mechanical testing, MIL-STD-461E 
for EMI and RFI susceptibility, and 
MIL-STD-1275B and MIL-STD-704E 
for electrical tests. Complying with these 
standards creates a rugged, versatile unit 
that acts as a base for a range of com-
munication protocols that can be utilized 
for a wide range of products over a wide 
range of applications. 

A unit that includes all these standards 
can enable an Ethernet-based controller to 
control a MIL-STD-1553 or ARINC 429 
device, or a MIL-STD-1553 controller to 
control an RS-232/422/485 device or any 
of a large number of other combinations 
of normally incompatible devices. Ordi-
narily, this degree of flexibility carries 
a cost in terms of high parts count with 
accompanying problems of heat genera-
tion and parts obsolescence. These issues 
are far from ideal in the final design, 
especially in SWaP-constrained military 
applications, and need to be kept to a 
minimum.

Connecting with military standards
For military applications, easy interfac-
ing with military systems and hardware 
is required. The first point of contact in a 
device is the connectors. Widely accepted 
MIL-DTL-38999 Series III connectors 
help comply with military standards. 
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However, their bulky size limits how 
small the converter can be. Locating all 
the connectors on one side minimizes the 
required access space around the unit. 
And in order to improve reliability, no 
internal wires or moving parts should be 
included. 

Putting it all together
Excalibur engineers tackled the “multi-
lingual” challenge by developing the 
Miniature Airborne Communications 
Converter (MACC). Paying attention to 
the factors mentioned earlier, the design 
team developed a 75 mm x 140 mm x 
50 mm converter unit. The unit is made 
up of a specially designed Printed 
Circuit Board (PCB) to attach to three 
MIL-DTL-38999 connectors, and two 
additional boards that snap on tightly 
to the connector board in a “U” shape 
(Figure 1). The two boards that comprise 
the logic board contain all the I/O inter-
faces, flash, logic, processing, and power 
supply board that allows a wide range of 
DC voltage from 9 V to 36 V. 

To reduce the parts list, thereby increas-
ing reliability and decreasing heat genera-
tion and integration problems, designers 
used core-based processors, fitting all 
logic and processors into a single Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). In 
addition to the more common benefits of 
a single chip, this also served as a hedge 
against obsolescence, as acquiring more 
copies of a core-based processor or core-
based memory is rarely problematic. The 

FPGA provides functionality for Ethernet and serial communications, and allows logic 
development for MIL-STD-1553, ARINC 429, and discrete I/O on the same chip. The 
FPGA as well as the firmware running on the processors can all be upgraded in the field, 
providing a robust environment for adding or adjusting features. Core-based processors 
also offer free compilers, which allow for custom conversions for convenience or secrecy 
requirements without added cost.

Figure 1  |  The MACC internal boards 
make up the logical boards that contain I/O 
interfaces, flash, logic, processing, and a 
power supply board.

Processing the conversions
To accommodate flexibility while not sac-
rificing real-time performance, the con-
verter is designed in three parts. One pro-
cessor is used for non-real-time operation 
such as downloading tables or firmware 
and uploading log information. A sec-
ond processor implements ARINC 429, 
MIL-STD-1553, and serial and discrete 
I/O adapters. A third processor relieves 
the second processor of some of the more 
time-consuming tasks associated with 
MIL-STD-1553. In addition, hardware-
implemented FIFOs are associated with 
all I/O adaptors to keep latency to a mini-
mum – within hundreds of microseconds 
between receipt of input and transmission 
of output. And because the unit must be 
self-sufficient during flight for avionics 
applications, designers created a flash-
based structure that would be automati-
cally loaded on power up. 
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Configuring the tables
The converter’s tables allow the user to configure the unit in the laboratory (or
maintenance facility) through attachment to any PC’s USB port. These tables determine 
the lists, ARINC 429 labels, or MIL-STD-1553 messages to be transmitted or received, 
along with timing data and other specification parameters. The formula for translating 
from one I/O port to another is also included in these tables.

Previous-generation translators taught the design team that the exact labels, packets, 
or messages to be handled by the converter would likely be very fluid. For example, 
if ARINC 429 labels were the input, designers would need to assume that the type of 
incoming labels would likely change over the course of the project, possibly several
times. The converter comes with a PC-based GUI program called the MACC
Management Tool (MMT) to further guide users through the steps of building conversion 
tables and uploading data from the unit. It can also store multiple versions of firmware 
and configuration tables so users can experiment with different configurations.

Speaking the same language across many applications
A flexible converter increases the available selection of devices for any given purpose 
on an aircraft. The artificial constraint of communications compatibility should not be 
the driving force in the selection of complex units that have dozens of more important 
parameters that relate to the safe and efficient functioning of the aircraft. 

A converter with diverse communications abilities is a powerful tool capable of
translating between different communications types with differences in hardware, 
protocol, timing, and engineering unit formats. Without the disadvantage of a device 
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This deft data-handler is ready for duty

Good preparation is essential, especially on important missions. Vocality’s BASICS IP keeps field 
computers prepared to run tasks with all the data-handling capacity they need, even when space, 
bandwidth, and power are constrained. The IPsec-secure, high-speed router is ready to serve in 
many tactical and satellite applications.

For the small form factor market, the BASICS platform is available as a PC/104-size board 
sheathed in a heat jacket for optimal heat management. Generally, routing protocols include
BGP, OSPF, and RIPv2. The router boasts an auto-negotiating four-port switch, PoE support,
Vocality’s VOS 7 OS, and optional TCP acceleration and serial data aggregation to 25 Mbps.
IPv6 routing is available this year in addition to IPv4. The unit includes an assortment of other 
features such as QoS/bandwidth pool management, jitter buffer optimization, and SNMPv3 MIB-II
reporting. Vocality’s network router was recently selected for the FALCON tactical communication 
system used by the British Army and Royal Air Force, proving its preparedness for active duty. 

Pros stay on their game in tough situations, and so does ADLINK Technology’s rugged MXE-3000
embedded computer. It’s hard to break this reliable performer equipped with a whopping 100 g shock

tolerance. And its small size makes it a good fit for a wide range of applications, from medical manage-
ment and digital signage to industrial automation and transportation, especially in-vehicle systems.

 
This rugged embedded computer runs fanless from -20 °C to +70 °C and includes an industrial SSD.

Along with being robust enough to withstand harsh conditions with 5 Grms vibration resistance, it also has 
flexible I/O options, including six USB 2.0 ports. Its two COM ports can be configured to RS-232/422/485. And there are no

worries about getting tripped up, as its cableless design gets rid of the need for cable management. Put the Intel Atom D510 
dual core processor-powered MXE-3000 in rough applications, and it won’t break a sweat.

developed for a single communications
protocol, testing the waters on new
markets doesn’t come with a significant 
R&D investment. It’s difficult enough to 
find the right device for the job without 
having to worry about communications 
compatibility. Having a small, robust, 
configurable tool to handle these compat-
ibility issues could simplify the search for 
a device that speaks the same language.

David Koppel is Chief 
Technical Officer of 
Excalibur Systems. His 
responsibilities include 
the development of new 
products and software 
such as the MACC 
converter system for the 
ever-changing avionics community. 

Excalibur Systems, Inc.
(516) 327-0000

David.Koppel@mil-1553.com
www.mil-1553.com
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Advances in embedded technology have 

created a demand for higher performance, 

which in turn means more heat generation 

than ever before. One way to address this 

is with a heat pipe Thermal Ground Plane 

(TGP) directly attached to the electronic

components. Effectively dealing with the

heat allows use in high-performance

applications, including those in the military 

and aerospace industries.

A
dvances in electronics technology – including 
miniaturization, complexity, and the necessity 
for seamless integration with other existing 
systems – have created a demand for higher 
performance in increasingly smaller spaces. 

This higher performance also means the generation of 
more heat than ever before, and many electrical sys-
tems are pushing the limits of thermal management 
technology in cooling electronic components and allow-
ing them to run more efficiently. In addition, solutions 
developed for the military and telecommunications 
industries must meet stringent volume requirements 
while at the same time perform under harsh tempera-
tures that could range from -40 °C to +100 °C.

THE BIG YET SMALL PICTURE
C  o  o  l  i  n  g

Heat pipe thermal

ground planes

with CTE matching

increase efficiency

of power-generating

components

By Nelson Gernert and Mark North
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Effectively controlling heat in electronic components leads to new developments in 
high-performance applications, including those in the military, aerospace, telecommu-
nications, and power generation industries. For example, More Electric Aircraft systems 
feature highly integrated electrical networks in avionics and aerospace applications. 
Thermal management is the key to their successful operation. An efficient way to address 
the challenges of thermal management in small, high-performance applications is a heat 
pipe Thermal Ground Plane (TGP). 

Conventional cooling methods
Traditionally, solid metallic conductors and heat pipes have been used to cool electronic 
components. Other conventional alternatives include compartmentalized systems in 
which solid conduction and heat pipes are used within modules and liquid cooling 
systems in which pumps circulate a fluid that absorbs heat and transfers it into air. As 
electronic component capacity increases, further thermal advances that work in concert 
with the traditional thermal control approaches are needed.

In many conventional systems, electronic 
devices are mounted on copper alloy 
substrates using soft or hard die attach. 
But these copper alloy substrates, 
although inexpensive and reliable, possess 
thermal conductivity that is about half 
that of copper (~200 W/m·K), however, 
they are closer in Coefficient of Thermal 
Expansion (CTE) to various semiconductor 
materials than more traditional thermal 
management materials such as pure copper 
and aluminum. Based on conduction in a 
solid, the distance that these materials can 
transport heat with a given temperature 
difference is very limited; in addition, 
these solid materials may add significant 
mass to the overall system. Using a solid 
conductor such as diamond can improve 
thermal conductivity and CTE matching, 
but it is very expensive. The best approach 
is a replacement material that has a high 
thermal conductivity and a matching CTE 
at a reasonable cost. 

Heat pipe thermal ground planes
Heat pipes typically have three compo-
nents: a vacuum-tight, sealed contain-
ment shell or vessel, working fluid, and a 
capillary wick structure. The wick allows 
the structure to develop the capillary 
action for the liquid returning from the 
condenser to the evaporator. 

Heat pipes have been successfully used 
in various types of electronic systems for 
decades, for example in highly efficient 
radar electronics and power supply cooling 
for next-generation naval destroyer radar 
systems. Heat pipes are inexpensive, reli-
able, and widely used in many electronic 
systems. Because they have no moving 
parts, heat pipes are used in systems where 
expected system life is 20 years or more. 
They provide effective heat removal over 
long distances, as well as bendability, 
flexibility, routability, and reliable perfor-
mance under demanding conditions such 
as high-g spin up to 10 g, and stand up 
well to shock/vibration and freeze/thaw 
(1,600 temperature cycles from -40 ˚C to 
+90 ˚C) requirements typical of military 
and aerospace applications. To increase 
customization, fluid and casing materials 
can also be bent and formed to fit certain 
custom applications.

A heat pipe TGP directly attaches to the 
electronic components. TGPs are thin, 
flat heat pipes, typically 1 mm to 3 mm 
thick, to which the electronic devices can 
be mounted directly, minimizing thermal 
interfaces (See Figure 1 for a TGP proto-
type). The heat pipe, a two-phase cooling 
device, has a small quantity of working 



fluid inside that absorbs heat when vaporized. For most electronics cooling applications, 
water is the most commonly used working fluid; other fluids can be used in applications 
requiring operation at unusually hot or cold temperatures. A typical TGP would usually 
require less than 2 g of fluid. The heat pipe transfers the heat to a condenser region, 
where the condenser releases heat to a cooling medium such as air or a circulated liquid 
at a lower heat flux. 

Figure 1  |  Prototype of a 30 mm x 30 mm x 3 mm thermal ground plane.

Benefits of the heat pipe TGP
The heat pipe TGP uses all the same reliable components as the construction of a regular 
heat pipe. It also employs a sintered powder metal wick structure that allows the heat 
pipe to provide the highest heat flux capability along with the greatest degree of freeze/
thaw tolerance and insensitivity to gravitational orientation. In addition, the thin, flat 
structure makes an ideal substrate for mounting electronic devices in packages where 
vertical space is highly constrained.

The heat pipe TGP represents a proven, two-phase cooling approach, where the benefits 
include very high effective thermal conductivity (500 W/m·K to 2,000 W/m·K or more, 
depending on the size of the TGP), extreme reliability, and no moving parts, electrodes, 
or need for external power, allowing the attached device to run cooler as a result of 
improved heat spreading. It is not uncommon to realize a 20 °C to 30 °C reduction in 
junction temperature using a TGP head spreader in place of conduction in low-CTE 
materials. Because the TGP moves heat through the flow of evaporated working fluid, 
heat can be transported longer distances with less temperature difference than is pos-
sible in a solid conductor; this is the effect that makes the TGP a superior heat transport/
heat spreading technology. Generally, the larger the TGP is – for example, the longer 
the heat transport distance – the greater the effective thermal conductivity. For a solid 
material, the thermal conductivity is a fixed, intrinsic property, so whether transporting 
more thermal energy or the same amount, a longer distance requires greater temperature 
difference, which is undesirable for electronic systems.

Depending on the application, creating a heat pipe TGP with a matching CTE can 
improve cooling while increasing reliability through reduced junction temperature and 
reduced thermal stress in the bonding material between the TGP and semiconductor. 
In addition, the TGP substrate can be tailored to more closely match various semi- 
conductor materials, including silicon (Si), silicon carbide (SiC), gallium arsenide (GaAs), 
and gallium nitride (GaN). Heat pipe TGP structures can be effective up to 350 W/cm2. 
New electronic systems utilizing the TGP-based thermal solution can run at a higher 
power density than previous systems based on thermal conduction in solid materials, 
without increased weight or complexity.

Bright future for demanding applications
In addition to using heat pipe TGPs for newly designed electrical components and device 
packages, designers that use heat pipe TGPs can improve existing electronic components 
that need to fit in tightly constrained spaces such as small handheld devices, avionics, 
and laptop computers. Insertion of TGPs into existing systems can overcome the 
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constraints of size and power that designers currently face while simultaneously reducing 
the operating temperature of the electronic components, or improving the performance 
of the current thermal management system for handling increased thermal dissipation. In 
essence, the cost savings lies in the extension of the current product life, without having 
to significantly reengineer it for increased power. 

Heat pipe TGPs, based on proven and reliable two-phase cooling technology, can be 
constructed using a variety of materials and in a range of sizes to surpass many thermal
management challenges in various industries and applications. The thin, flat form
factor of the TGP makes it ideal for directly mounting electronic devices for improved 
thermal dissipation and reduced interface resistance. From there, design engineers can 
thermally control electronic components for increasingly demanding military, avionic,
and aerospace applications – including satellite radiator panels, target acquisition
systems, remote wing electronics, and navigational avionics – more efficiently than with 
traditional cooling methods.

Nelson J. Gernert, Vice President of Engineering and 
Technology, has been with Thermacore since 1983 (plus 28 years 
engineering experience), and has primarily worked on research 
and development contracts related to heat transfer and heat
pipe technology in military, aerospace, and commercial 
applications. He has published more than 50 technical papers 
and holds eight U.S. patents. Nelson can be reached at 
n.j.gernert@thermacore.com. 

Dr. Mark T. North, 
Engineering Group 
Leader of Research 
and Development, 
joined Thermacore 
in 1993 after 
completing his 
Ph.D. in Mechanical 
Engineering at 
Cornell University. 
He has more than 
20 years of experience with heat pipe 
technology. He is an Associate Editor 
of the Journal of Thermal Science 
Engineering and Applications and a 
member of the ASME K-16 committee. 
He has published more than 40 technical 
papers and holds six U.S. patents.
Dr. North can be reached at
m.t.north@thermacore.com.

Thermacore, Inc.

www.thermacore.com
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Fast, easy, and ready to go with QorIQ

When projects always seem to be running behind deadlines, having a module that’s built for speed and ease
of design without sacrificing performance provides a real boost. Emerson Network Power’s “ready-to-go” 

COMX-Pxxx pluggable mezzanine modules are designed to accelerate time-to-market and have a 
powerful Freescale QorIQ processor for high performance. 

The 95 mm x 125 mm COMX-P3041, COMX-P4040, and COMX-P5020 COM Express modules 
can be mounted on a carrier and are flexible enough to fit in a range of enclosures. This flexibility 

extends to the multitude of I/O options, including 12 configurable SERDES lanes in addition to
10G XAUI, Serial RapidIO, GPIO, USB 2.0, PCI Express, Gigabit Ethernet, and real-time debug. The

three modules’ QorIQ processors come in 1.5 to 2.0 GHz, dual- and quad-core varieties targeting different 
strengths. Applications include embedded computing in the military/aerospace, industrial, and enterprise markets. The COMX-Pxxx 

modules let designers focus on tailoring products to the needs of their applications and stay up to speed with fast deadlines.

Big things do come in small packages

Do giants tread lightly, or have little feet? Logic says no, but General Micro Systems’ “Depot” SX401R-4 
Network Attached Storage (NAS) system is a lightweight, tiny “giant,” with up to 1 TB storage in a
2.5 lb, 6” x 3.5” x 3” (63 cubic inch) footprint. Compliant to MIL-STD-810G, MIL-STD-704E,
and MIL-STD-461F, it’s also rugged and ready to fit in harsh-environment applications.

Available as a conduction-cooled, extended temperature (-40 °C to +85 °C) unit, the NAS system is
low power and includes a DO-160 Power Conditioner module to handle unreliable power sources,
and full power management control, giving it low S, W, and P marks. In addition to its low-power
qualities and “SWaP-bustable” nature, it offers big storage options, with up to four removable,
sealed SSD drives at 256 GB each, and an additional 64 GB of internal SSD storage for the OS
and HWD Write-Protect. It supports Windows XP/XPE/7, Linux, and VxWorks. A NanoSBC module
(the XPC40x) gives the NAS system its big performance with a 1.6 GHz processor, 512 KB of
L2 cache, 3D acceleration for high-performance graphics, and a variety of ports. 



Do you need rugged and reliable processor power?
“Our Embedded PC Modules are for you!” 

Condition Monitoring by LEMT

If your Embedded PC system must be secure, sta-
ble and running at optimum performance, constant 
monitoring, “Condition Monitoring”, is crucial. 

LEMT, being upward compatible with eAPI, provides 
this Condition Monitoring for your COM Express, 
CoreExpress®, PC/104 and EPIC boards.

For example, you can 

 Continuously keep the optimum balance 
between Power and performance in battery-
powered systems.

 Optimize maintenance of often problematic 
stand-alone devices. LEMT - Condition Monitor-
ing gives you a constant overview of the device´s 
status and thus allows high uptimes. 

 Keep repair costs and downtime low.  
LEMT helps here providing error codes and 
storing relevant data for analysis and repair.

PC/104 Modules with Condition Monitoring by LEMT

Main Features
 Device identification

 Device status indication

 Redundant Fail Safe BIOS

 Storage of board specific data

 Measuring of current consumption

 “Secure” and “User” Flash

LEMT Architecture

www.lippertembedded.com/lemt.html

Cool RoadRunner-945GSE
PC/104-Plus
Atom™ N270, 1.6 GHz
2 GB RAM
2GB SSD

Cool SpaceRunner-LX800
PC/104-Plus
Geode™ LX800, 500 MHz
256 MB RAM 
2GB SSD

Cool LiteRunner-86DX
PC/104
Vortex-86DX, 0.6 up to 1.0 GHz
512 B RAM
FPGA, GPS

Cool LiteRunner-ECO
PC/104
Atom™ Z5xx, 1.6 up to 1.6 GHz
2 GB RAM
Mini PCI

Cool XpressRunner-GS45
PCI/104 Express,
Core™ 2 Duo, 1.2 up to 2.26 GHz
1 GB RAM
8 MB Flash

Cool LiteRunner-LX800
PC/104,
Geode™ LX800, 500 MHz
256 MB RAM
CF socket

LiPPERT Embedded Computers Inc. 
2220 Northmont Parkway Suite 250 
Duluth, GA 30096 
Phone (770) 295 0031 · Fax (678) 417 6273

Toll Free  (866) 587 8681

ussales@lippertembedded.com 
www.lippertembedded.com

LiPPERT - for more then 25 years known for highly 
efficient and ruggedized products, supplying market 
segments as diverse as  Aerospace,  Automation, 
 Automotive,  Medical  and  Military.



Call 817-274-7553 or Visit 
www.winsystems.com /PCM-VDX

1 GHz PC/104 SBC
Supports Networking 
and Communications

TM

Ask about our 30-day product evaluation.


